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Introduction: In addition to typical random noise, CRISM
hyperspectral images are generally affected by vertical strip-
ing (VS), a well known effect in push-broom (along-track)
scanning devices due to non-uniformities among input/output
characteristics of CCD matrix sensors [1]. The calibration
process [2],[3], partially corrects such electronic artifacts but
some effects are still present in calibrated images. The striping
is different for different bands and depends on the level of the
input radiance.

Uncorrected pixels with with elevated bias, or "bad" pixels
[2],[3] and image aliasing resulting from the correction give
rise to spiking noise in the across-track and spectral dimen-
sion. We call this phenomenon Bad Pixel Spiking (BPS). In
the spectral domain BPS is represented by anomalously high
levels of the signal in one spectral point while spatial domain
we observe particularly bright column segments in different
positions and lengths for different bands. While BPS can be
easily detected in a spectrum and manually removed, the re-
searcher can benefit from automatic removal of such nuisances.

Both these disturbances are amplified in CRISM summary
parameter maps [3] as they involve ratios of spectral values at
different wavelengths and thus affected by different levels of
BS and VS. The effect on the spectra are particularly serious
because while the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of CRISM is
generally high, we often are interested in detecting small bands
that are below the level of the noise.

The purpose of this paper is to propose automated al-
gorithms for the treatment of VS and BPS noise, as a tool
alternative to the procedure available to the researches in the
current CRISM processing software suite.

Currently available VS removal method: The images
are processed for instrumental effects, incidence angles, con-
verted to I/F and the atmosphere is removed using a ratio with
a CRISM scene of Olympus Mons, scaled to the same column
density of CO2 [2,4,5]. The current VS removing algorithm,
for each band image considers removing from the current pixel
level the difference of the median of the current column and
the global median. The algorithm does not target BS noise.

Alternative Method: The proposed VS reduction aver-
ages each band in lines (along-track). In the resulting line
profile the surface contribution is smoothed, the additive ran-
dom noise is cancelled, and the VS profile remains constant.
In consequence, can be easily separated from the VS (high fre-
quencies) applying, in the combined across-track and spectral
dimension a smoothing filter with tunable cutoff frequency and
radius. In practice, because of VS noise which is impulsive
in nature, we use trimmed averaging or median calculation to
form the line profile and use a robust weight smoothing algo-
rithm for the low pass filtering which is insensitive to outliers.
For images presenting structures or patterns in the vertical di-
rection, or in general high spatial surface contrast, the averaged
line profile can present high frequencies that will be interpreted
as vertical striping: in this case the vertical edges or patterns
due to the surface must be identified and ignored in the filtering
stage. The BPS detection for each pixel in the image assesses

Figure 1: FRT0000863E: sample spectra (5x5 averages):
(blue) original, (red) destriped with current algorithm, (green)
denoised with alternative approach

if the spectral shape of the spectrum of the pixel in a neighbor-
hood of each wavelength are consistent with the presence of a
spike. It observes the sign and magnitude of the difference of
the current spectral channel with its neighbor and flags such
channel as a spike if the signs differ and the magnitudes are
higher than a (tunable) threshold. If the current spectral point
is declared a spike its value can be substituted with by some
median value or robust average in its neighborhood.

Discussion: Figure 2(a) , which depict a section of Mawrth
Vallis, has been chosen for the elevated amount of spatial vari-
ation that can negatively affect the performances of destriping
algorithms as previously discussed. Figure 2(b) and 2(c) repre-
sent, respectively, the denosing result of the currently available
algorithm and our alternative approach. The latter algorithm
seem to reach better destriping and to eliminate most of the
"spikes" in the selected bands which the current algorithm is
not designed to eliminate. The difference can be ascribed to
the residual high spatial frequencies due to the striping not
eliminated by the current algorithm. The amount of residual
high frequency striping between the two methods is even more
evident in Figures 3(a), 3(b), 3(c), that depict the parameter
maps obtained respectively from images 2(a), 2(b), 2(c).

These performance differences can be critical for hyper-
spectral processing algorithms that use band ratios and require
a very high radiometric accuracy (such as mineral identifica-
tion) and can be a significant source of errors in the spectral
domain as we can see in Figure . Despite the mild averaging
we can notice the absence of spikes in the green spectrum and
its smoother appearance.
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(a) original image

(b) image destriped with current method

(c) image denoised with new method

Figure 2: FRT0000863E: bands 233 (red), 78 (green), 26
(blue)

(a) original parameter map

(b) map of image destriped with current method

(c) map of image denoised with new method

Figure 3: FRT0000863E: summary parameters BD230 (red),
OLIV (green), B2210 (blue)
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